
How to use existing channels
to target customers
Andrew Greenyer, Group 1 Software, argues that marketing communications
should be directed more to existing customers, using existing contact channels

This article looks at two related areas:
first, the issues that contact centres need
to address in delivering coherent cus-
tomer service and development across all
channels; and, second, how new research
has revealed the value of using the hum-
ble statement or bill as a customer
advertising channel.

Existing channels
to the customer
Advertising and CRM (customer relation-
ship management) professionals are
finally starting to take existing channels
to the customer more seriously. Bills,
correspondence and statements now reg-
ularly carry segmented advertising offers.
And, from being a simple mechanic
tacked on the end of the marketing and
customer service process, the contact
centre's role in making or breaking
customer relationships is now increasing-
ly recognised.

Starting with the modern-day contact
centre, it would be reasonable to assume
that the difficulties experienced with
some foreign call centres, and the damage
that prominent financial brands have
experienced as a result, has focused
marketing minds more sharply. More so,

as the number of brands either bringing
their contact centres home again, or
making a brand virtue out of keeping
them at home, continues to rise.

Another reason is teased out by Pitney
Bowes research (2), which revealed that
spend on customer development is likely
to overtake spend on new customer
acquisition by 2006. As the responsibility
for talking to customers - for enquiries,
complaints, information requests, and
more - is increasingly loaded on to a
centralised contact centre, it has become
critical to pay far more operational and
strategic attention to this facility. Seminal
work a few years ago by Robert Shaw (3)
challenged the causal relation between
increased customer satisfaction and
increased revenue. However, the link
between customer satisfaction and low
defection remains unchallenged. So,
getting the contact centre right is critical
to keeping customers and developing
revenue from them, and an activity that
should soon outweigh the traditional
consumer marketing role of winning
new customers.

The 'integrated' contact centre
The term 'contact centre' is used advised-
ly. These centres now handle enquiries
over all available media - telephone, web,
post, even SMS (mobile phone texting).
As greater responsibility for customer
interaction has fallen on the contact
centre, so effective methods of containing
the cost of customer contact have become
a priority. The internet seems the obvious
cost-reduction mechanism, especially
when one can incorporate web applica-
tions that either help the online enquirer
to 'self-serve', or support the contact-cen-
tre agent with the information needed to
answer a telephone-based enquiry.

No one nowadays is foolish enough to
concentrate only on online self-service.
A mid-2004 report from the Office of
National Statistics (4) tells us why, com-
menting, 'In the second quarter of 2004,
52% of households in the UK (12.8
million) could access the internet from

home. ... 58% of adults in Great Britain
had used the internet in the three months
prior to interview. ... 37% of adults had
never used the internet... of these, 48%
stated that they did not want to use, or
had no need for, or no interest in, the
internet.'

So what kind of support does the inte-
grated contact centre need to give to
customer enquiry handling? How closely
does the contact centre need to integrate
web, telephone, post and SMS enquiry
handling? What are the key customer-
management questions faced by an
integrated contact centre?

In reality, the last decade of bottom-
line growth has been won through being
able to mount tactical marketing cam-
paigns that generate short-term revenue.
In a business environment burdened
with servicing increased levels of debt
finance, reliable short-term cash flow is
critical to demonstrating growth, meet-
ing bank covenants, issuing highly rated
bonds and maintaining successful
investor relations.

In a parallel trend, more and more
responsibility for customer interaction is
being forced upon the call centre. In
research commissioned by Group i in
February 2004 (5), the call centre was
ranked as either first or second most
important 'touch-point' in the banking,
insurance, IT, utility and telecoms indus-
tries. This has brought with it a lot of glib
talk about the imperative need to 'inte-
grate channels to the customer', a phrase
that is easy for armchair academics to
spout but a need that has often been diffi-
cult and expensive to achieve in practice.

Certainly, disjointed treatment of
customers is a bad thing and tends to
increase the chance of customer defec-
tion. Yet rarely is someone (a marketing
director) given the backing and the clout
to effect complete integration of informa-
tion flow and action prompts between all
channels to the customer.

So organisations are left considering
how, and by how much, to integrate these
channels.
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ACCORDING TO RESEARCH by
Lowe (I), the Chinese are already
bored with mass advertising. This

is an exaggerated example of traditional
brand advertising's gradual decline and
the corresponding rise in direct market-
ing and responsive advertising. Most of
the talk around this phase-change in the
industry cites the success of sponsored
search on Google or the latest examples of
interactive TV.

Yet these popular stories mask a qui-
eter but far more pervasive revolution in
the world of consumer communications
- namely, the use of existing channels to
the customer for advertising purposes.
There are several such channels:

in-store (anything from the till to a TV
screen)

bills and statements, and
the customer service centre.
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Three concerns
In addressing this challenge, a company
needs to face three concerns.
l.How reliant is it on each channel -
principally covering face-to-face, post,
telephone, email and web? Where is the
weight of customer traffic, and how is
that likely to change in the near future?
The best way to find out about future
trends is to survey a representative sam-
ple of the customer base. Any data-driven
organisation will be doing this anyway.
2. How important a differentiator is
service? Commodity products that have
neither price nor product-feature advan-
tage in their markets will be sold almost
entirely on service. Patented innovations,
on the other hand, will be less concerned
about service as a competitive differentia-
tor - though that is not an excuse for
anyone to provide bad service.
3. What is the object of channel integra-
tion? To control how a customer is dealt
with or to support better the judgments a
branch assistant, a call centre agent, a sales-
person or a customer service representative
is making? In most real-life cases, the
answer will be a mixture of both - a form of
limited empowerment, if you like.

All these considerations will affect the
level to which channel integration is
implemented.

For instance, are we simply talking
about generating a short customer record

from a postcode and house number, and
being able to pass those details between
different people as a query is answered? Or
is there a commercial purpose to having a
customer's transactional information
(bill, statement, loyalty account data)
easily available across all channels? And if
such line data is to be retrieved in the call
centre, should it be viewed by the agent in
exactly the visual form that the customer
receives it, so that they can easily navigate
the document together? In other words,
how much of a customer's history with
the company needs to be made available,
where, and over how recent a time scale?

Increased flexibility
This judgment used to be easier to make
because of technical restrictions - namely
that data flows had to be hand 'hardcoded'
and reformatted, were expensive to set
up, and were therefore inflexible to
change. Now software is available to inte-
grate different data flows (from accounts,
EPOS, marketing campaign management
systems, billing, and so on) affordably,
and rapidly update these data flows. This
flexibility is very important. Dynamic
cross-selling triggers can be altered in the
light of each results phase of a marketing
campaign; differential service strategies
can be adopted when a customer's usage
suddenly soars or drops, and so on. How-
ever, having the capability to put more

information in front of customer-facing
staff is not in itself a good reason to do so.
Everything needs a measurable commer-
cial outcome.

In short, we have moved from an
atmosphere obsessed with long-term
customer value, to one that better
balances long-term objectives with tacti-
cal imperatives. Channel integration
remains a critically important subject,
and can improve retention and sales, but
initiatives should not be implemented
unless there is a tangible, provable return.
As so often, it is better to do something
simple, but do it well.

Advertising on existing
customer correspondence -
an update
Having raised a number of issues around
the principal existing inbound customer
advertising channel (the contact centre),
we can also refresh our view of existing
outbound customer communications -
statements, customer correspondence
and bills.

In a previous Admap article (6), who
described research findings that assessed
the usage and value of these communica-
tions if they were to carry advertising.
However, in the meantime, many com-
mentators have raised a concern that no
one had yet researched actual rates of
response to such advertising on state-
ments, bills and customer correspondence.
We have now filled this knowledge gap
with research completed in September
2004.

According to the latest figures from the
Direct Mail Information Service (DMIS),
the typical response rate to a direct mail
campaign in the UK is around 6.8%. This
includes both prospect and customer
marketing campaigns.

The efficiencies of using the existing
channels to customers are clear. Print
costs will usually just be run-on charges
for extra volume of existing direct mail
campaign items. Mailing costs will only
be incurred if mailing-charge break
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weights are crossed.



Perhaps the main reason why existing
channels have so far been under-used for
personalised advertising and cross-selling
is a residual concern about responsive-
ness. In other words, will people be
receptive to advertising offers when view-
ing how much they have already spent,
or the size of a current bill, or a regulato-
ry/customer service letter? Table I, which
shows the results of our research (7)
among UK top 1,000 company marketers,
clearly shows that response rates for this
medium are perfectly respectable,
hovering little below the typical response
rate for full-creative direct mail cam-
paigns.

This would suggest that the lengthy
attention people pay to bills, statements
and letters, combined with advertising
that is carefully targeted to be highly
relevant and timely for the recipient,
overcomes any 'downer' the customer
might feel when reading such docu-
ments. At least, this is so in a sufficient
proportion of cases to make the medium
comparable with traditional direct mail.
Of course, some variations of this sort of
advertising work better than others.

In summary, the results of our
response rate survey indicate the poten-
tial marketing strength of the under-used
channel of existing customer communi-
cations. It is natural for consumers to
spend longer looking at their bills,
statements and customer correspondence
than at other stand-alone forms of adver-
tising. Yet, marketers spend far more
time, effort and money designing, imple-
menting and integrating campaigns
through traditional paid-for media than
they do on using existing customer
communications.

Conclusion
Both of the existing customer channels
discussed in this article need to be taken
seriously in the CRM process. Both are
now receiving more attention at the
strategy development stage.

In the contact centre, we need to exer-
cise a judgement over what customer
behaviour data needs to be associated
with the customer record, identified
through postcode and house number.
One high-street retail multiple famously
found that its systems fell apart because
too much data was associated with each
customer. Regular analysis needs to be
conducted to see what information held
on the customer significantly con-
tributes to CRM and the bottom line. For
instance, does customer-complaint or
service-call data need to be available to

front-line and call-centre staff? And if so,
how immediately? The customers might
expect his/her bank statement to be
immediately available, but not details of
a retail purchase made earlier that day.
Understanding and meeting customer
expectations are critical, as is tracking
the value of any information-availability
lead over competitors.

Advertising on existing customer
communications, we now know, pro-
duces response rates not far behind
typical direct-marketing campaign
results. For a channel that is essentially
'free' to the marketer, this is welcome
news. Average usage of this 'free' medi-
um is just 23% across key consumer
marketing sectors represented in the
FTSE500 (Figure I). So can we expect the
other 77% of top B2C companies to start
playing catch-up?

In short, both the developments
discussed in this article are important,
although not revolutionary. The contact
centre must treat people in a coherent
fashion across different media, but the
level of integration must have measura-
ble commercial outcomes. Statements,
bills and customer correspondence are
generally under-used as targeted adver-
tising media, yet they cannot substitute
for the main body of direct-marketing
activity.

Despite these measured words,
designed to help practitioners back away
from hyperbole, we cannot ignore the
research quoted at the beginning of this
article, which noted that customer mar-
keting will overtake prospect marketing
in a couple of years' time. That means
marketers who develop their existing
channels to the customer now will be
best placed to take advantage of this
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trend.
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